Developing new ways of treating
cancer – counting purple dots

The biggest problem with GBM is that
current treatment strategies inevitably fail
because the cancer becomes resistant to
treatment. This is because GBM has or
develops many resistance factors – bits of
biology that make the treatment we use
very ineffective.
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What am I
interested in?

What is the problem?
Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM) is a
terminal brain cancer, with less than 2
people out of 100 surviving for 5 years
after they are diagnosed. The survival rate
is so low because GBM is a very difficult
cancer to diagnose, treat and study
effectively. There are a lot of factors that
combine to make GBM such a dangerous
condition, some of which are shown in
Figure 1.
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I am investigating whether we can
make the current treatments we
have for GBM – a combination
of a chemotherapy drug called
temozolomide and radiotherapy
– more effective by using them in
combination with other drugs that
are already in the clinic, but which
aren’t currently used to treat cancer.
One of these candidate drugs, Drug
X, is currently used to treat Multiple
Sclerosis and I hope that it can
overcome GBM’s cancer treatmentresistance mechanisms.

Figure 1 “The hallmarks of glioblastoma” illustrate some of the factors that make
glioblastoma so difficult to treat.

What did I do?
I grew GBM cells in the lab and treated
them with combinations of temozolomide,
radiotherapy and Drug X. I measured the
toxicity of each of these agents alone and
in combination. I measured toxicity using
an experiment called a clonogenic assay.
This experiment measures how many
cancer cells can survive and successfully
divide following treatment. The end result
of this experiment is a dish with purple
dots on it – each dot started as one single
cell that was able to survive and divide
successfully after treatment to form a
colony (Figure 2). I counted these colonies
with a sharpie – so far I have counted
almost 400,000 of them.
I also looked at how temozolomide, Drug
X and radiotherapy kill GBM cells, by
measuring how these agents damaged
DNA and affected cell growth.

What did I find?
I found that by combining
Drug X with temozolomide
and radiotherapy, I could
significantly increase how
effective temozolomide and
radiotherapy were at killing the
GBM cells. I found that Drug
X reduced the levels of a GBM
treatment resistance factor called
glutathione (see Figure 3a).
I think that glutathione was
preventing the temozolomide
and radiotherapy from working
as well as they should, so
reducing the amount of
glutathione within GBM cells
should make temozolomide

and radiotherapy more
effective. This was confirmed
when I saw that combining
Drug X with temozolomide
and radiotherapy increased
the ability of temozolomide to
damage DNA within GBM cells
(one of the signs of the drug’s
effectiveness) (see Figure 3b) as
well as decreased the ability of
GBM cells to grow (see Figure
3c). I also showed that the
combination of temozolomide
and Drug X was able to induce
more of a type of cell death
called apoptosis in GBM cells
(see Figure 3d).

Figure 3 (a) shows how Drug X affects the levels of glutathione in cells (Drug X
concentrations: 0.3, 3 and 9µM [1 µM=1 millionth of a mole] for black, blue and pink
lines, respectively). (b) Drug X increases DNA damage (a measure of the effectiveness
of cancer therapy) caused by temozolomide (TMZ) and different doses of radiotherapy
(0Gy, 1Gy and 3Gy). (c) Combinations of temozolomide (TMZ) and Drug X slightly
increase cell cycle arrest (pink). (d) Combinations of temozolomide (TMZ) and Drug X
increase cell death (apoptosis) in human glioblastoma cells.
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Figure 2 Clonogenic assay – each purple dot
started as one single cancer cell that was able
to survive treatment and divide successfully to
form a colony.

What does this mean?

Who am I?

This is good news! These results are an important
first step in potentially using Drug X to help
people with GBM. Doctors in the clinic need to
see lots of data before they decide if it is safe to
give a new drug to people with cancer. I have
a lot more experiments planned before we can
think about moving Drug X into the cancer clinic,
but the initial idea was right – Drug X can improve
how effective temozolomide and radiotherapy are
in treating GBM.

I am a PhD student at the University
of Strathclyde. I have been working in
cancer research labs since 2012. I’m
especially interested in brain cancers,
particularly a type of childhood brain
cancer called medulloblastoma and
another called glioblastoma multiforme.
I study how we can use drugs more
effectively, but I’m also interested in
how these cancers develop and grow.

